For over 125 years, architects, homeowners,
universities, commercial and government clients
have turned to Ludowici for uniquely beautiful
architectural terra cotta products that
stand the test of time.
Our clay tiles are the highest quality available, which is
why they adorn thousands of historic and newly built
structures across the world. Meticulously crafted in
our New Lexington, Ohio plant from locally sourced
raw materials, our products are infinitely customizable
and carry a 75-year warranty.

The LUDOWICI DIFFERENCE
Unmatched Durability
Exceptional Quality
Affordable Luxury
Custom Craftsmanship
Personal Service
World-class Warranty
Domestically Produced
Over 125 Year Legacy

SHINGLE TILES
Ludowici’s shingle tiles can be divided into two broad categories based on the aesthetic they exude: rustic and formal.
With small exposures and unique surface textures, our shingles can be infinitely customized to meet your specific roofing needs.
RUSTIC

Inspired by historic regions of
England and France, Ludowici’s
rustic shingles add the rugged
warmth and charm of yesteryear
to any structure.

ANTIQUE

BRITTANY

CRUDE

RUSTIC COLONIAL

COTSWOLD

FLAT SLAB

PROVINCIAL

NORMAN

CALAIS

GEORGIAN

COTTAGE

GREENWICH

COLONIAL

FORMAL

Our clean-line formal shingles
provide a restrained, timeless
elegance that fits with virtually
any architectural style.

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Kennesaw, GA

THE LEGACY COLLECTION™
Aptly named, Ludowici’s Legacy Collection contains more than 40 tile profiles, 50 colors and a variety
of textures that have been crafted and perfected over many generations. Since every customer project
is unique, the tiles are produced on an order-by-order basis — many by hand. Every aspect of the tile is
customizable — color, texture and profile — and every tile is covered by Ludowici’s world-class 75-year
material warranty. The Legacy Collection is divided into various families such as shingle tiles,
interlocking tiles and barrel tiles.

BARREL TILES
Ludowici offers a wide range of barrel tiles, so called because of their convex barrel-like shape. The tiles are divided into
two varieties based on their design origin, Mission and Spanish, and they are fully customizable.
MISSION

Ludowici’s Mission tiles faithfully
match historic Italian, French,
Spanish and Southwestern Mission
designs, capturing their romance
and beauty.

CUBANA

ITALIA

ROMAN

GREEK

SPANISH (2 Sizes)

SCANDIA

PALM BEACH

SPANISH

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Oklahoma City, OK

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Asheville, NC
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The familiarity of its barrel shape
and the distinctive ripple pattern
it creates across the roof make
Ludowici’s variety of Spanish tiles
an enduring favorite.
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TAPERED MISSION

STRAIGHT BARREL
MISSION (3 Sizes)

INTERLOCKING TILES
With graceful proportions and classic aesthetics, Ludowici’s interlocking tiles combine an elegant appearance with
installation efficiencies. Each tile features different surface textures and interlocking sides, and you can choose from
a range of flat and dimensional profiles.

FLAT INTERLOCKING TILES

The timeless elegance of our flat interlocking
tiles enhances most any architectural style,
while the clean-line design and larger scale
allow for efficient installation.
MORANDO CLOSED

CLASSIC (2 Sizes)

AMERICANA
(2 Sizes)

WILLIAMSBURG
(2 Sizes)

LANAI (2 Sizes)

PROFILE INTERLOCKING TILES

The sculptural fluting of our dimensional
profile tiles, also known as French tiles,
offers visual drama. The deep channels
provide exceptional drainage and the
thickness creates a tile of amazing strength.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION

LUDOSHAKE™ PREMIER

Denver, CO

FRENCH

LUDOSHAKE™

LUDOSHAKE™

MORE FROM THE
LEGACY COLLECTION™
The Legacy Collection also includes a variety of flat
and dimensional interlocking roof tiles, as well as our
innovative, eco-friendly LudoShake™ and LudoSlate™
tiles. All are manufactured in Ludowici’s New Lexington,
Ohio factory and carry a 75-year warranty.
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LAID STRAIGHT

LAID STRAIGHT

LAID STAGGERED

LAID STAGGERED

LUDOSLATE™ PREMIER

Crafted from sustainable high-quality clay,
LudoShake and LudoShake Premier are
the most natural-looking, longest-lasting
and affordable wood shake alternatives
on the market. With options starting at
just 600 lbs. per square, this lightweight
alternative is perfect for even the most
sensitive installation.

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Bryson City, NC

LUDOSLATE™

LAID STRAIGHT

LAID STRAIGHT

LAID STAGGERED

LAID STAGGERED

LUDOSLATE™
Compared to natural slate, Ludowici’s
elegant LudoSlate and LudoSlate Premier
tiles are extremely lightweight, starting
at just 600 lbs. per square, and more
affordable. At the same time, they’re
much more durable than synthetic slate.
Fewer pieces per square mean this slate
alternative is also installation cost-friendly.

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Clearwater, FL
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INFINITELY CUSTOM DETAILS
Ludowici’s custom tile capabilities are
unsurpassed by any other manufacturer
in the world. Using samples from an
existing roof, we can create patterns
and molds to press out new replacement
tiles. Or we can bring new patterns
to life from an architect’s drawings.
Custom-crafted tapered tiles on a curved
roof and intricate decorative accessories,
such as finials, are telltale signs of a
Ludowici roof.

EAST LAKE GOLF CLUB

Atlanta, GA

A TAILORED,
POLISHED FINISH
Ludowici offers an array of standard
fittings that are manufactured for each
style of field tile. In addition, we can
create custom, decorative accessories
that accent beginnings, ends, and
intersections of hips and ridges.
GROVE PARK INN & SPA

Asheville, NC

Learn more about customization
capabilities at www.ludowici.com.

ST. NICOLAS OF TOLENTINE

Atlantic City, NJ

HISTORIC RENOVATIONS
Exquisitely detailed tile profiles and trim parts are a
signature element of a Ludowici historic roof. Our massive
collection of historical catalogs, drawings and technical
guides dating back to the 1800s allows us to identify and
create replacement tiles for your historic roof —
 and replicate
them down to the patina. This is true whether your roof
contains original Ludowici tiles or those of a long-gone
manufacturer, such as B. Mifflin Hood or Heinz.
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PENNSYLVANIA STATE CAPITOL

Harrisburg, PA

BLENDS
The natural variation produced in our color
blends imparts richness and character, adding
to the beauty and desirability of Ludowici
tile. Not surprisingly, Ludowici is one of the
only manufacturers to stand behind the
beauty of its tiles by including color in our
75-year material warranty.

UNLIMITED
COLORS
The color and texture of a roof help tell the
story of a structure, so it’s important to get it
right — especially when historical accuracy
must be maintained.
Ludowici is widely accepted as the industry
expert in glazed terra cotta tile. With over
50 designer colors and the ability to custommatch nearly any hue, the color possibilities
are endless. Plus, our color glazes are
kiln-fired at extreme temperatures during
production, fusing the color into the tile
and ensuring that the original tones and
hues are retained for generations.

STANDARD COLOR BLENDS

IMPRESSIONIST SERIES™ BLENDS

CLAY RED

SUNSET RED

SLATE RED

BURGUNDY

SUMMER ROSE

SANTIAGO ROSE

DESERT SAND

BARCELONA BUFF

PROVENCE

TUSCANY

DARK TUSCANY

EMPIRE GREEN

BRIGHT GREEN

VINTAGE GREEN

BROOKVILLE GREEN

DARK GREEN

MEDITERRANEAN
BLUE

ROYAL PERSIAN

HERITAGE BLUE

VILLAGIO

FIREFLASH

TERRA COTTA

PLUMSTONE

BRIAR BROWN

AGED OAK

BEACH BROWN

EBONY

BRUNSWICK BLACK

MIDNIGHT BLACK

LAVA BLACK

DARK TERRA COTTA

ANZIANI

VECHIO

SLATE GRAY

MONTPELIER GREEN

ASH GRAY

MATTE WHITE

ADOBE FLECK

PROCESS FLASH

SUNSET RED WITH
EBONY MIST

EBONY MIST

FIELD GREEN

SIENNA

WHITE CEDAR

GOLDEN RED CEDAR

AGED CEDAR

FOREST GREEN

AGED COPPER

EARTH GRAY

ANTIQUED
MONTPELIER GREEN

WESTERN CEDAR

VERMONT GRAY
BLACK

ANTIQUED
BRUNSWICK BLACK

ANTIQUED SLATE
GRAY

MOTTLED GREEN
PURPLE

HAND-FINISHED TEXTURES
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Adding a surface treatment can dramatically alter the tile’s appearance and allow you to match the
surface of age-old original tiles. Our skilled craftsmen can recreate hand-finishes such as hand-sanding,
finger streaks, hand slush or multi-directional scoring and authentically replicate the aging process.
To learn more about our textures, visit www.ludowici.com.

QUARRY TILE FLOORING
Ludowici quarry tile can be found at institutions across
the country, including the White House and Rockefeller
Center. This high-traffic commercial-grade flooring
option is made from the same clay and firing techniques
as our roof tiles. Available in standard and custom
matte colors and smooth or non-skid surfaces, it’s
suitable for any climate or application and comes
with a 75-year material warranty.

PROMENADE 9" X 9"

PROMENADE 6" X 9"

PROMINENCE

VALENCIA

FACTORY OF IDEAS
Ludowici’s Factory of Ideas design center is a hands-on,
interactive facility where visitors work one-on-one with our
experts to select clay tiles and colors, build mock-ups at the correct
pitch and proper orientation and view them in different lighting
conditions. Once approved by the client, the mock-up serves as
the template for the project.

HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCE
Our unique cart system
allows you to take your
mock-up outside and
view it at the proper
pitch and sun exposure.

ROCKEFELLER OBSERVATORY

New York, NY
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AFFORDABLE LUXURY, FAST
BEAR CREEK COLLECTION™
Ludowici’s affordable Bear Creek Collection makes high-quality terra cotta roof tiles
more accessible. We produce it in volume and keep it in stock, so we can keep prices
down and lead-times short. Choose from Century Shake™ or Lexington Slate™ tile
profiles. Each carries our standard 75-year material warranty.

CENTURY SHAKE™
Ludowici’s beautiful, innovative wood shake alternative. With three
varying widths, a hand-split, wood-like surface and a rough-hewn
texture on the bottom edge, these interlocking tiles convincingly capture
the look of authentic wood shakes — at a price that works with your
budget. Available in stock in five of our most popular shake color blends.

AGED CEDAR
BLEND

WESTERN CEDAR
BLEND

EBONY MIST
BLEND

EARTH GRAY
BLEND

SIENNA BLEND

LEXINGTON SLATE™
Lexington Slate is a gorgeous slate alternative roof tile featuring
Ludowici style and quality, in stock and competitively priced.
The interlocking profile is offered in three sizes to create a randomwidth appearance, and each tile is pressed with a natural quarried
slate texture that closely mimics the fine-grained rock. Choose from
five popular slate color blends.

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Orlando, FL

OLD WORLD COLLECTION™

MONTPELIER
GREEN BLEND

BRUNSWICK
BLACK BLEND

EBONY MIST
BLEND
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SLATE GRAY
BLEND

VERMONT GRAY
BLACK BLEND

If you are seeking old-world charm in a terra cotta roof that’s modestly priced, ask about
Ludowici’s unique Old World Collection. This special collection includes larger dimension
barrel tiles and other tile profiles made popular long ago in Europe and Mexico, and treated
to look centuries old. Manufactured by Terreal, sister companies and exclusive partners, the
clay tiles come in a range of profiles, colors and sizes and are available through Ludowici.
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SOLAR SHADES
Terra cotta solar shades provide a uniquely beautiful way to absorb and diffuse sunlight from
building exteriors, creating an effective barrier against summer heat. Ludowici offers Terreal
solar shades that come in a wide range of lengths, cross-sections and colors. Tap into our
engineers for help designing a shade system that meets the specific functional and decorative
needs of your project.

IUPUI PARKING GARAGE
Indianapolis, IN

LIBERTY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Liberty, MO

MODERN USES OF
THE MOST TRADITIONAL
BUILDING MATERIAL

WALL CLADDING
Through our sister company, Terreal North America,
Ludowici offers a wide variety of highly innovative
terra cotta wall cladding products. Beautiful, durable
ventilated facades, acoustic claddings and terra cotta
panels — combined with unsurpassed customization
capabilities — offer limitless architectural possibilities
for projects in any climate.

B1G CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Rosemont, IL
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ST. COLETTA OF GREATER WASHINGTON
Washington, D.C.
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PEACE OF MIND for A LIFETIME
When you choose Ludowici, you are choosing the highestquality sustainable terra cotta available. In addition, you’re
working with the most meticulous, proven manufacturer
in the terra cotta tile industry — one that stands behind its
products for a lifetime — and that brings peace of mind.

75-YEAR MATERIAL WARRANTY

LEED CREDITS available depending

on all tiles produced at our

on project location, color and

New Lexington, Ohio plant

post-industrial recyclable content
of product selected

ISO 9000:2008 CERTIFIED for

meeting international quality

MIAMI DADE AND FLORIDA BUILDING

management standards

CODE APPROVALS for all roof tiles

REGISTERED AIA CES PROVIDER

DOMESTICALLY PRODUCED from

American Institute of Architects for

locally-sourced sustainable raw

their Continuing Education System

materials for over 125 years

© Ludowici Roof Tile, Inc. Ludowici Legacy Collection, Bear Creek Collection, Old World Collection, LudoShake, LudoSlate, Ludo360, Century Shake
and Lexington Slate are trademarks of Ludowici Roof Tile, Inc. All rights reserved.
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LUDOWICI
4757 Tile Plant Road
P.O. Box 69
New Lexington, Ohio 43764
800-945-TILE (8453)
www.ludowici.com

